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In their book on repre§entat~o~ varieties, ~~~~~~~y and 
useful c~a~acterjzat~on of orbit closure in re~re~e~tat~o~ varieties 12, I.%], 
re we adapt this characterization to arbitrary ~ate~~~~es. .~~~~~~~g 
ra~~~~~~~~~~~ of orbit closure to the c~tegQry of Lie algebras and to 
category of 2-cocycles for a. fixed Lie algebra, we establis 
ce bomeomor~bism. 
be an n-dimensional Lie algebra QVCX an a~ge~~a~c~~~~ losed field 
k. For each 2-cocycle B in Z2( , k’), there is a central e~tg~$~o~ 
stsucted as follows. On the vector space 63 k’, 
l= (XEOIB(X, IFi)=O). If 
E P(8, k’) / B’ n Z(6) = 0) and 1 
subgroup of GL(B @ k’) consisting o 
re 316s Aut Q and $ E GLC(k’). 6; acts on 
)(x,y)=~B(~-“x,a~“y)JrBCa-lx,Llt-Lyl,. 
~~~elb~e~ and Sund (IS] e$t~blis~ed that the correspon 
es a bijection between the G-orbits of 
(see [4] also for a d~sc~s$~o~ 
on is 8 homeomorphism of the 
this result to a specific ~xarn~~e. 
* This paper was written while the second author was a guest of the ax-~la~c~-~~~t~t~~t 
fiir ~athe~ati~. Travel for the second author was funded by the ~~ive~s~t~ of Wkcmsin 
Graduate School Research Program. Current address: Portland State University, Pcxtland, 
Oregon 97207. 
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1. A CHARACTERIZATION OF ORBIT CLOSURE 
Let k be an algebraically closed field. We consider functors on the 
category of k-algebras, i.e., commutative associative k-algebras with 
identity. The variety mo~hism defined by the k-algebra homomorphism q: 
k[YJ -+ k[X] is denoted I: X-+ Y. 
Let Y be a functor from the category of k-algebras to the category of 
sets; for a k-algebra homomorphism f: A -+ 3, let f *: Y(A) -+ Y(B) be the 
corresponding map of sets. Assume that Y satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(1) Y(k) is a variety with coordinate ring S and there is an element 
s, E Y(S) such that for sA E 9(;4), there is a homomorphism 4: S -+ A such 
that sA = ~*(~~). 
(2) For UE 9’{k), euz(s,)= v. From this it follows that for any 
variety morphism 4: X--+&@(k), given by #: S-+ k[X], we have 
&x> = ev,jcxj*(4 = (eu,o#)* 6,) = evf(4”hJ. 
(3) If A is the coordinate ring of an affine set and t and u are 
elements of &f(A) which satisfy d*(t) = d*(u) for all homomorphisms 
4: A --, k, then t = u. 
(4) There is a group scheme action of G on Y, where G is an affrne 
algebraic group scheme. In particular, the following diagram commutes for 
all homomorphisms f: A -+ B: 
G(A)xY(A)------+ y(A) 
i 
f*xf* 
I 
f’ 
G(B) x Y(B) -----+ Y(B) 
(5) Let K be the quotient field of k[Z], 2 an affine variety, so we 
have the inclusions k --ti k[Z] J K. Let sk E 9’(k), s, E Y(k[Z]), g E G(K) 
satisfy g. ((jd)*s,) =j*s,. Then for all x E Z such that g(x) is defined and 
has non-zero dete~inant, g(x). sK = eu,*(f,). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let p: Y -+ X be a dominant morphism from an affine set Y 
to a variety X, inducing the injective ring homomorphism p: k[X] -+ k[ Y]. 
Then there is a finite extension K of k(X) and a homomorphism q:k[ Y] -+ K 
such that qp is the inclusion of k[X] into K. 
ProoJ By considering jj on irreducible components of Y, it suffices to 
establish the lemma for the case that Y is a variety. 
By the Noether ~ormal~ation Lemma, there are algebraically indepen- 
dent elements x1, . . . . x, in k[X] such that k[X] is an integral extension of 
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I7 ..‘3 x,]. Let yj = p(x,) and extend the set { yi i OO.V ,yn1 to a ~c~a~a~~r~~ 
transcendence basis { y,) . . . . y,) of k(Y) in 
normalization Lemma, k[ Y] is an integral exte 
I): kEyI, ...i y,-j -+ k[x,, . . . . x,] be the homomorp 
$(yi)=xi, 1 di<n and t+!l(yJ = 0, i > pz 
The kernel of I,!I, P,, is a prime ideal (since th 
y the Going Up Theorem, there is a 
Pn k[y,, . . . . y,] = I’,. 
y construction, the quotient field K of k[ Y]/P is a finite extensio 
k(X). The map q: k[ Y] -+ K given by the quotient 
desired property. (For the commutative a 
The foilowing characterization of orbit closure is a ge~era~~z~tio~ of a 
theorem of Lubotsky and Magid [I!, 1.241 for representation varieties. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let so, s1 be elements ofS@(k). Then QE 8(s,) if and on& 
if there is a discrete valuation k-algebra A with residue field k, w 
q~Qt~e~t field K is finitely generated over k of t~a~sce~de~ce d gree one, and 
an element sA of 9(A) such that 
where y, T, and z are the homomorphisms shown: 
A/M=k 
ProoJ Suppose SUE O(s,). Choose an irreducible curve X in 
containing s0 and s1 and let A” = Xn O(s,). X’ is an a open subset of 
X. Let Y be an affrne subset of G(k) whose image is ski dense in X’ 
under the orbit map p: G(k) + Y(k) (p(g) =g .sl). Let Y: k -+ k[ I’] be the 
inclusion map and let Yiie k[ Y] be the matrix coordinates on ~(~~ 
restricted to Y. Then for g6 Y, we have 
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eu,*([Yv]~r*(s,))=g.s, bY (4) 
= e~,*(p*(sJ) by (2). 
It follows from (3) that [ YV] .Y*(s~) =p*(s,). Let sy=p*(s,). 
Because the image of ~7 is contained in X’, the diagram below commutes, 
where i?(y) =p(y) and fi is the inclusion map. If we let sx’ = $*(s,), then 
p”(sr)=s.= [Y,] *Y*(sI). 
From Lemma 1.1, we have a finite extension K of k(X) and a 
homomorphism q: k[ Y] + K such that q 0 p = e, where e is the inclusion of 
k[X’] into K. From the diagram below, we have 
e*(sy) = (w)*(s,) 
= q*( [ YJ . Y*s,) 
=(4*CY,1Md*~,) by (4) 
=g.((ey)*sl), 
where g = q* [ Yij] E 6(K). 
k 
4 \; 
k[X’] ’ b kCY1 
Since i: X’+ X is a dominant morphism, i: k[X] + k[X’] is an 
inclusion. Let k[.Z] be the integral closure of ei(k[X]) in K. Then the 
inclusion 4: k[X] -+ k[Z] induces a surjection 4: Z -+ 2’. (The morphism 4 
is onto because k[Z] is the integral closure of k[X].) Because 4 is surjec- 
tive, there is an element zO in Z such that &z,) = s,,. Let A be the local ring 
of Z at zO, and let cr: k[Z] -+ A and z: A + K be the inclusion maps. 
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k 
Let S, = p*(s,) and let sA = (ad)*(sx). Then sx’ = i*(s,) and we have 
r*cs,41= (~4)*(sx) 
= e*(i*s,) 
= e*(sy) 
= g . ((ey)*s,) from above. 
Therefore z*(sA) = g . ((zr])*s,), where 11 is the ~n~l~sion o&x 
From the inclusion (zO} cZ, we have t 
eu,,: k[Z] -+ A/M and the diagram below: 
Then 
Therefore TT*S, = sO . 
Suppose there is a discrete valuation k-algebra A with residue field k, 
whose quotient field K is finitely generated over k of transcendence 
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one, and an element sA of Y(A) such that T*S, =g.((tq)*s,) for some 
g E G(K) and rr*sA = .q,. 
By property (l), there is a homomorphism f: S + A such that 
f*(s,) = s ,,. Choose an affmc curve Z with-I’(S) ck[Z] c A such that A is 
the local ring of k[Z] at zO. (Then k(Z) = K.) 
Let 4: 2 + Y(k) be the variety morphism defined by f’: S-* k[Z], and 
let j: k[Z] + .4 and r: A + K be the inclusion maps. From the diagram 
below, we have 
i(d = eG(d*.d by (2) 
= 7r*(j#)*s, 
= lr*f.s" 
= 7r*s, 
S ‘p + k[Z] 
C%,0 
- AIM 
K 
Let s, = d*(s,). Then s, =j*(s,). By hypothesis, there is some g in G(K) 
such that r*s,, =g. ((rq)*s,). Then 
g. (rq)*s, = 5*sA = (tj)*.s.. 
Let Z’ be the dense subset of Z consisting of points x such that g(x) is 
defined and det g(x) is not zero. Then for x E Z’, we have 
g(x) ..sl = ec:.s; by (5) 
= eo,+(qS*.s,) 
= i(x) by(2). 
Since Z’ is dense in Z and &Z’)c O(s,), it follows that s,, is in O(s,). 1 
2. EQLYVALENCE OF ORBIT CLOSURE FOR 2-COCYCLES AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
In the introduction, we described the construction of a central extension 
B(h) of an n-dimensional Lie algebra (F> by k’ defined by a 2-cocycle b. We 
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also described the action of a group G on a su 
convenience of the reader, we present here the 
appears in [S]. 
THEOREM 2.1. The correspondence b -+ Q(b) induces a bijection between 
G-orbits of and isomorphism classes of Lie algebras w~t~a~t direct abe~i~~ 
factor which are central extensions of 8 by k’ and have r-dime~s~Q~a~ center. 
Proof. From the construction of Q(b), it is easy to see that for 
(b) has no direct abelian factor and the center of B(b) has 
Suppose b, = I$. b2 for some 4, E G, 
Then we see that B(b,) is isomorphic to B(b,) via 4: 
= d56”b -i a), C’(Y + c)lscb,) for X,yE@a,cEk’ 
=&[a-lx, a -ly-J6 + b,(a-‘x, a-‘y)) 
=BI[oI -l~,~-ly],+~[a~‘x,u~‘y].i\I/b,(oc-”x,a-ly) 
= Lx, y-lo + @a-‘~, a-ly], + $b2(a-‘x, M-‘y) 
= cx, YIc5(bl). 
Suppose Q(b,) is isomorphic to 6(b,) via an ~somorpb~sm C$J. Since 15, 
and b, are in B, the centers of Q(b,) and B(b,) have dimension Y, so 4 
induces 
By the construction of B(bj), we see that ~(bj)/Z(~(bi~) is isomor~bi~ to 
. Thus qS is an automorphism of 6. Fix a basis (e,, .i~I e,> for 
basis (e,, l, . . . . e, +r ] for k’. Then the matrix of # relative to this basis is 
a0 
1 @$ ’ 
aEAut 8, li/ E G-Wk)s 
Let [ ) Ii denote the Lie product B(bJ on Ok’. For x, y E 8, we have 
dCx, Yl, = II44 4Yl2 
= [ax, crylBj + b,(orx, oly): 
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Also we have 
From these two equations, it follows that 
b2(X, y)= B[a-‘x, a-‘y]gj +Il/b*(a-‘x, a-“y). 
Therefore b, and b, are in the same G-orbit. # 
In order to show that the bijection between orbits of 2-cocycles and 
isomorphism classes of Lie algebras preserves orbit closure, we introduce 
two functors with group scheme actions and apply Theorem 1.2. 
Let 6 be an ~-dimensiona Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field 
k. Defme the functor @;ti from the category of k-algebras to the category of 
sets by 
@&,(A) = (b E Z2(8 @&A’) (bl n Z(oj Ok A) = 01. 
Fix a basis (ei};=, for Q. Then a 2-cocycle b in &Y&(A) is given by 
its values on the pairs 
hejO l,, ej8 l/t)= (II@):= 1. 
f*(b) = b @A C. That is, for b in 
f*(b) in Z’(fli @ C, Cr) by 
B&, = 8&(k) is a closed subvariety of Hom(/l*B, k-‘); let B denote its coor- 
dinate ring and let {Xi)1$i,jgn,I<s<r be the matrix coordinates. Let b, in 
W&(B) be the 2-cocycle given by ([X$]);= 1. If A is a k-algebra and b in 
&?&,(A) is given by ([a$]):=l, define 4: B + A by &X$.)=a;. Then 
b = #*(b,). 
Let G be the closed subgroup scheme of GL,, r given by 
G(A)= laEAut(Q@A), ~EGL(A’),OEHO~(AO,A’)). 
G(A) acts on S?&(A) by 
[ 1 ; ; ~b(x,y)=~b(cr-‘x,cr-‘y)+O[a-lx,a-’y],. 
It is easy to see that the functor .%?& with this action of the group scheme G 
satisfies the conditions listed in Section 1. 
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imensional Lie algebra over A” we mean a Lie product on 
free A-module on n generators { ef >;= 1. Then the Lie algebra is uniq 
determined by its structure constants (a;) elative to the g 
{ef);,l(L(ef,ejA) = ~:=,u$e;4). Iff:A-+ is a k-algebra h 
phism, identify ef with e4 OA 1,. 
Let YE be the functor from the category of k-algebras to t 
sets defined by 
YE(A) = (n-dimensional Lie algebras over A 1. 
is a k-algebra homomorphism, let S*(L)1 = L @A 
nts for L relative to (ef};= I are (a$), then, via th 
above, the structure constants forf*(L) relative to {es};=, are 
L, = ZR(k) is a closed subvariety of Hom(A2k”, k”); let L 
coordinate ring and let L, be the element of 5$(L) with structure 
(3’;). As above, for each ME YE(A), there is a 
such that M=d*(L,). 
G&(A) acts on Sri(A) by change of basis: 
The functor 5$ with this action of GL, satisfies the con 
Section 8. 
Let (e,>;=, be a basis for 8 and let (ei);z;+, be a basis for k’. For any 
algebra A, let et = eiOk 1, be generators for ee A-rno~~~e~ 
A = 8 Ok A and A’= k’ Ok A. The A-module 6)A 
given 8. For b, E 49”,(A), let B,(b,) be the Lie prod 
A n+r A @ A’ defined by 
[e;4, ejAlbA = [et, ef16, + b,(ef8 e,A) if ldi,j<az 
[ef, eJAlbA=O otherwise. 
For a k-algebra homomorphism f: A -+ C, it is easy to see t 
f*(@,(b,l)=@,(b,)O, C= 
As we have seen in Theorem 2.1, the correspondence from 
given by b -+ B(b) induces a bijection between orbits in 
isomorphism classes of central extensions of 8 by k’ with 
factor and r-dimensional center. Using Theorem 1.2, we 
closure is preserved under this correspondence. 
TEZEOREM 2.2. For b, and b, in (b,) if and only f 
W&J E Q(@(b,)). 
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ProoJ: If b,,~ O(b,), then from Theorem 1.2, we know that there is a 
discrete valuation k-algebra A with residue field k and quotient field K and 
an element b, of 39&(A) such that 
b, Qa A/M = bO and b,Q‘4K=g*(b~QkK) 
for some g E G(Q. 
From the remarks above, we have 
If g = [I; $1, then g. Gi,(b, Qk K) has Lie product 
gKg-Yx+~)~ g-‘(y+ a5K(b,0kK) ) for x,yfzCFIK;x, IER 
=gffcr:-‘4 “-‘Ylox$(h,~klil)fOl-lX, @-‘Y)) 
= [X,.Y]ojK-t @[a-.‘x, @y-J o,+~(b,Qkkl)la-fx,ol-ly) 
because cx E Aut 8, 
= Lx + s, Y + G& * (b, Ok a). 
Therefore G,,(b,)OA K=g. (Cli(b,)@, K). 
Because 6, = bA Oa A/M, we have 
It follows from Theorem 1.2 that B(b,) E U(~(b~}). 
Suppose that 6(bo)E O(@(b,)). By Theorem 1.2, there is a discrete 
valuation k-algebra A with residue field k and quotient field K and 
L E Y#(A) such that 
LoA Kzt13(b,)OkK and LO, A/M= S(bJ. 
Let 4: LOA R+ B(b,) Ok K be the isomorphism and let (xi)::; be a 
basis for L. Let M be the A-submodule of @(b,)@ K generated by 
(#xi);l[. Because QI is an isomorphism of Lie algebras, we have 
~~xi~~~jl~BCxi~~jl~~(~c~x)~~c~~~x~~~ 
s s 
where C$E A. Thus M is a Lie algebra over A which is isomorphic 
to L. Since K is the quotient field of A, there is an element a in A 
such that (&(xJ);$[ is a basis for 8,(b,0k A)@,., 1,. Therefore 
oi,(b, Ok A)@, 1, c M. But dim, M= dim, B,(b, Ok A), so M= 
oi,(b, Ok A) @A 1,. It follows that 4 induces an isomorphism between L 
and QAb, Qk A). 
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ecause L is isomorphic to B,(b, Ok A), the dimension of Z(L) is r. Let 
= e/Z(L) and define b’: O,L x 652 -+ A’ as follows. Let L’ be a subspace 
of L complementary to Z(L) and let x: L’O e prcjec- 
tion. For x, y E L, define b’ by 
b’(% Y) = ‘ILL-G YIL. 
Then L = Bi(b’). 
Because # is a Lie algebra isomorphism from 6$(b’) to 
))=Z(B,(b,@, A)) and so q5 indu an ~somorph~s~ 
Identify 62 with 8, via 4, so that b: x 8, -+ A’ is given 
b(x, y) = b’(& lx, c/5- ‘y) and L = @,(b). 
A(b) is isomorphic to Gij,(b, Ok A). Since 4 preserves the center, t 
matrix of q5 is of the form 
relative to a basis { e;4 > 12;) where { e4 > I= 1 is a basis for 
is a basis for A’. For x, y E 8,, we have 
d((IX> VI 6,&J = cck ~Y16a(bi@&4)~ 
So 4x, AoA + (&Lx> ~16, + d-4x, ~1) = [ax, xytyl 
follows that a[x, y16, = [01x, xylo, for all x, y E 
b I 03 kA = q3 .b. Therefore 
b OA K = (s ~ ’ . (b 1 Ok K), considering q5 ~ ’ as an element of Ge, + ,( 
ecause Q(b,) = LO, A/M, we have 
B(b,) = LQA A/M= Q,(b)gA A/ = Q(b OA A/M). 
Therefore b, = b @A A/M. 
It follows from Theorem 1.2 that b, E Ofb,). 
3. AN APPLICATION OF THE ORBIT CLOSURE ~~RAC~RI~ATI~~ 
FOR 2-COGYCLES AND LIE AIXEBRAS 
y comparing invariants like the dimensions of the upper and lower cen- 
tral series, one can often establish that a Lie algebra Z 
of the orbit of a Lie algebra M (see [ I] for examples). 
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TABLE I 
ue, 1 e2) = e4 
L(el,e3)=e5 
L(e,, e4) = e5 
L(e,, 4 = e6 
Ue,, e,) = 0 
other i <j 
Mel, 4 = e4 
Mel, e4) = e5 
M(e2, e4) = e6 
Me2,e3)=e5 
M(e,, e,) = 0 
other i .$j 
We, I4 = e3 
Q3(ei, e,) = 0 
other i <j 
method fails is the case of the two central extensions of 6 = 8, x 6, by k* 
whose structure is given in Table I. (6, is the non-abelian 3-dimensional 
nilpotent Lie algebra and 6i is the l-dimensional abelian Lie algebra.) In 
this case L = (li(B,) and M= B(B,), where B, and B, are given in Table II. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. L is not in the closure of the orbit of M. 
Proof: By Theorem 2.1, L is in the closure of the orbit of M if and only 
if B, is in the closure of the orbit of B,. 
Suppose B, is in the closure of the orbit of B,. Then by Theorem 1.2, 
there is a coordinate ring k[Z] for some alline set Z, an element g in 
G(k(Z)), and an element x E Z such that B, is the evaluation of g . B, at X. 
The element g is of the form 
CI 0 
I 1 6 II/’ 
where c(-l= and $= i f . [ I 
We have 
g. B,(e,, es) = $(cwxl) =pcwx, + qcwx, 
g. B,(e,, e3) = t/(dwx,) =pdwx, + qdwx,. 
TABLE II 
&de,, e3) =x1 We,, e4) = *I 
&A 4 =x2 h(e,, 4 =x1 
&h 4 = xl &h e4) =x2 
Mei, e,) = 0 Bl(e,, e,) =0 
other i <j other i <j 
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If g. B, evaluated at x is B,, then we have 
1 =p(x) 4x1 w(x) = 4(x) 4x) w(x) 
0 =p(x) d(x) w(x). 
It follows that 0 =p(x) d(x) w(x) = d(x)/c(x), so d(x) =O; but b 
contradicts the statement 1 = q(x) d(x) w(x). 
Therefore k is not in the closure of the orbit of 
We thank Andy Magid for pointing out that the orbit closure characterization for represen- 
tations might carry over to the setting of Lie algebras. 
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